A game for 2-5 players, ages 10 and up. Playing time about 90 minutes.
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Ein Vorwort von Robert Nippoldt

The Gangsters of Chicago
A Foreword by Robert Nippoldt (Author of the book Gangster—Die Bosse von Chicago)

Chicago, 1930: rival gangster gangs struggle for
supremacy throughout the city. Almost every day,
people mysteriously disappear at the docks, never to be seen again.
Citizens are becoming accustomed to the sound of detonating
bombs. On the roads, an open gang war rages. The police
watch but do little, either corrupted by the gangs or totally
overwhelmed. It is the peak of the powerful gangster bosses.
They have the city under their control. Their gangs are structured
like an army, with the boss standing at the top. Under him are his
right hand, the Consigliere (advisor), and then the Capos (captains).
The Soldati

(gunmen) do the gang’s dirty business. In the

lowest place, the chauffeur drives the boss from one city district to
the next. All gangsters swear to the highest law, the law of silence—
the Omertà. Even if a gangster is captured,

locked up or

tortured, the man keeps silent, for he knows: where there is no
witness, there is no prosecution. Anyone who speaks to the police is
quickly eliminated. The most convincing argument the gangster
carries is the

Thompson submachine gun (the “Tommy

Gun”). With this deadly weapon, bosses are no longer dependent on
trained snipers. The bosses, by extortion and force, control gambling
and illegal horse bets, prostitution and armed

robberies.

But their most lucrative operations involve

liquor

smuggling. Their illegal profits are put into legal businesses such as
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bars, taverns, nightclubs,

and even into furniture

businesses and hairdresser

salons.
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The bosses benefit the most from these enormous profits, but much
is invested into the

bribery of town councilmen and

policemen. The political system already in place in Chicago is an easy
environment for the gangsters to thrive. Since 1920, Prohibition is
the
gift

law of the land across America. For the gangs, it is a
of immense proportions. The benefits and pleasures

of alcohol are deeply ingrained in the culture, and few Americans
give up drinking. For the general populace, drinking becomes a
harmless crime, mixing some excitement with their
nightclubs are overcrowded with pleasure-addicted

alcohol. The
and wild

people, wanting fun and alcohol. The alcohol is smuggled from
Canada across the Great Lakes and eventually into cities. The
proximity of Chicago, along
it a paradise for bootleggers

the edge of Lake Michigan, makes
(liquor smugglers). And

the city administration exists to serve those that have paid the highest bribes. The time is ripe, since even for those unwilling to sink to
the depths of their fellow criminals, too many opportunities exist not
to take advantage of them. It is the time to harvest money and power.
Snatch the most lucrative urban districts for yourself. Construct an
empire and let others acknowledge you as the boss of bosses,
the King of Chicago!
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GAME SUMMARY AND G O A L
You and you opponents take on the roles of gangster bosses
and try to develop the most inﬂuence in individual districts of
Chicago. You do this by driving your automobile into a district
to pick up or drop off your own “boys,” or even to throw the
occasional rival gangster into your trunk! Inﬂuence is calculated
and scored throughout each of the 3 rounds the game spans.

Your inﬂuence in individual districts determines how many
points you earn, and sometimes you earn the most being
second or third in an area! You must prevail against your fellow
bosses, as the boss with the greatest score at the end of three
days is the winner and earns the title “King of Chicago” (at least
until next game)!

GAME COMPONENTS

15 District tiles

5 Player mats

30 Upgrade markers

1 Board

5 Automobiles (in the 5 player colors)

15 Movement cards
(5 sets of three cards numbered 1-3)

100 Gangsters
(20 in the colors blue/
yellow/gray/green/brown)

8 Doubler tokens

5 Scoring markers

3 Information cards

Card back

6 Casino cards

Card back

13 Scoring cards
(including 3 policemen)

Card back

GAME SETUP
Choose a color and take the corresponding play mat, wood
auto and 9 gangster cubes (the others will come into play on
subsequent rounds). Place your gangster cubes on your player
mat. Take 3 movement cards (numbered 1-3) and place your
scoring token on the “0” on the score track.
Place the board so that everyone can reach it. The upgrade
markers are mixed up face down and put beside the board.
Draw 3 upgrade markers and put them face up on the 3 spaces
of the Gold Coast (harbor). Draw 1 upgrade marker and place
it face up on the left upgrade space on your player mat.
Shufﬂe the 15 district tiles and put 10 face up on the light
fields of the board. The remaining 5 district tiles are not
required; place them back in the box.

The casino and scoring cards (for the time being, without the
policeman cards) are each shufﬂed and placed beside the
board. The player who has seen the “The Godfather” the most
times is the starting player. (The tiebreaker is Godfather II. After
that, or alternately for the entire process, draw casino cards with
the highest number going first. Make sure to reshufﬂe the casino
cards before you begin!)
Note: With 3 players, place an unused district tile face down
on Cicero. This district will not be used and cannot be
traveled through. Remove the Cicero scoring card from the
scoring card stack.

Mercedes-Benz Model SSK, produced 1928-1930, 6 cylinders, 180 HP, 119 mph top speed
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STARTiNG THE G A M E
The starting player draws the top 2 scoring cards. For the first
scoring card drawn, place your auto and one of your gangsters
from your player mat on the district tile (on the first space—the
space with an arrow). Place one gangster on the district tile
of the second scoring card drawn. Then, discard both cards.
Each player repeats this process in clockwise order.

the scoring cards and draw). Place a doubler token on the
district shown, in the area provided at the upper left of the
district area on the board. Finally, add the policemen to the
scoring card stack (2 policemen for 3 or 4 players, 3 policemen
for 5 players), reshufﬂe all the cards and place them face down
next to the board.

After each player has placed 2 gangsters and his auto on the
board, draw 1 more scoring card (in a 5-player game, shufﬂe all

You now have two gangsters and an auto on the board, and are
ready to play!

GAME SETUP FOR 3 PLAYERS

District tile

Player mat
(with 7 gangsters
and 1 upgrade marker

Brown player

Gray player

Movement cards

Upgrade markers

Discards
Scoring cards
Doubler tokens

Score track
Scoring
marker

Yellow
player

District
connection

Casino cards

Doubler
token

Gold Coast
(harbor) with
3 upgrade
markers

GAME PLAY
The game plays across 3 rounds, with each round ending
with a “Day of Reckoning.” Play proceeds clockwise, beginning
with the starting player. On your turn, you must do one of two
possible types of turn: drive, or unload/load gangsters.

DRiVE
If you decide to drive your auto, choose one of your face-up
movement cards, and move your auto exactly that number of
districts on the board. It costs one point of movement to move
from one district to another along the roads shown. You may
not encounter districts multiple times during your move, and
you may not stop on the same district as you started (unless
you have the Engine upgrade—see below). In order to move to
the harbor, you must end your move exactly on the Gold Coast.
Multiple players’ autos may be in the same district. After moving,
turn the face-up movement card you selected face down.
Example: Blue stands in Greek Town and uses the
3-movement card. Blue can drive to the following districts:
The Loop, Little Africa, the West Side or Little Italy.

Du Pont Royal Town Car Model G, produced 1930, 8 cylinders, 140 HP, 76 mph top speed
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After you use your first
movement card, your next
drive turn will only have two
movement possibilities. If you
use your third and final faceup card, at the end of your
turn you will ﬂip all your
movement cards face up and
have all 3 cards available for
use again. Before that,
however, you will draw and
reveal the top scoring card
from the scoring card stack.
before
after
If it shows a policeman,
nothing happens. If the card shows a district, place a doubler
token on the upper left symbol of the district. (If all 8 doubler
tokens have been placed on the board, the Day of Reckoning
scoring will now occur — see opposite page.)

UNLOAD/LOAD GANGSTERS
If you decide to stay where you are on your turn, you must
either unload a gangster from your auto onto the district tile, or
load a gangster into your auto. Your own gangsters are loaded
into the auto with any unplaced gangsters you may have. Other
colors of gangsters are loaded into your auto’s trunk!
The loading and unloading of gangsters are subject to the
following rules:
1. The first gangster on a district tile is placed on the space
with an arrow (in the upper left corner). Additional gangsters
are placed in the next open spaces, always on the next highest
number as shown in the
illustration to the left (unless
the last space on a tile is full,
and there are lower-numbered
1
2
3
4
empty spaces—see below).
Spaces fill from left to right,
top to bottom. If all the spaces
5
6
7
8
on a tile are full, no more
gangsters may be played on
9
10 11 12
that district tile.
2. During the course of the
game, gaps may appear due
to gangsters being loaded into
autos from the district tiles. These gaps remain and are not
immediately filled; continue to place new gangsters next to the
most recently placed gangster. If the last gangster space on a
district tile (usually the bottom right space) is filled, additional
gangsters placed here fill any available gaps in order, starting
with the space closest to the arrow space. Spaces continue to
fill in order until all spaces are filled. If a gangster is removed
from the last space of a tile, that space must once again be
occupied (and occupied with the next play at that district tile)
before further gaps can be filled.

13

14

15

16

3. If you imagine that the pieces were placed in a straight line,
the gangster farthest away from the first gangster is the most
valuable gangster for tiebreakers. Using the illustration on this
page, the piece standing on the “16” space is the best for
purposes of tiebreaking. If players are tied, the player with the
gangster farthest from the first piece breaks the tie.

4. You may load or unload only one gangster on your turn
(unless you have the door upgrade marker installed — see
below). If you load another color gangster into your trunk, you
must have room for it; your auto’s trunk may only hold one
gangster (unless you have the trunk upgrade marker, which
allows you to hold two opposing gangsters in your auto).
When you unload gangsters from your car, you can choose to
unload opposing gangsters from your trunk, instead of unloading your own gangsters. Placing these gangsters follows the
normal rules described above.
Once you have finished your turn, the next player clockwise at
the table takes a turn. Play continues until all 8 doubler tokens
have been placed in districts (two districts will not have doubler
tokens during any Day of Reckoning). Once that player turn
ends, a Day of Reckoning (scoring for the round) occurs.

GOLD COAST
(AND THE “SiCiLiAN BREAKFAST”)
If you drive your auto to the Gold Coast (harbor), you will do the
following on the turn that you arrive:
• You may choose to unload any or all gangsters from your
trunk into the harbor. These gangsters are out of the game
and remain on the board in the Lake Michigan area to the
right of the play area.
• You must take one of the three upgrade markers displayed
there (see below).
You must move away from the harbor on your next turn.

UPGRADE MARKERS
If you stop at the Gold Coast, you must take one of the 3 faceup upgrade markers shown
there. After taking one,
immediately refill the space at
the harbor by drawing another
upgrade marker from the facedown supply, turning it face
up, and placing it on the
appropriate space.
Place your newly drawn
upgrade marker on the left
upgrade space on your player
mat. If there is already an
upgrade there, slide it to the
right to the next available spot.
If there is an upgrade in the
second spot, it is removed
from your mat and placed back in the box (and out of
the game).
You may only have two upgrades at any time, and they must be
different upgrades. If three identical upgrade markers are
showing at the harbor, remove all 3 markers from the game and
draw three new upgrade markers. If there are no more upgrade
markers to draw, the spaces remain empty. If you drive to the
harbor while no upgrade markers are available, your existing
upgrades are unaffected.

Julian Sport Coupe, produced 1925, 6 cylinders, 60 HP, 81 mph (prototype only)
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DAY OF RECKONiNG
Each district tile shows a set of inﬂuence point values.
Sometimes, instead of a number, a “?” appears as part of
the inﬂuence values. Before points are awarded, these variable
scores’ values must be determined. The last player to take a
turn (the player who triggered the Day of Reckoning) draws a
casino card. The number shown on the casino card is the value
for all “?” values for the round. So, if a 4 is drawn, treat all “?”
values as if a 4 was printed on the board. After scoring, remove
the drawn casino card from the game.
Scoring districts
Every district is evaluated and scored. If you have the most
gangsters in a district, you receive the first inﬂuence score
shown on the district tile (the leftmost number). If a district has
a doubler token on it, all scores for that district are doubled
(e.g., if the board shows a “4,” you will earn 8 points for a
doubled district). Move your token on the scoring track the
number of points scored.

The player with the second-largest number of gangsters gets
the second number shown for the tile. Continue until all points
are awarded (or there are no more players available to score in
the district). If there is a tie for the number of gangsters in a
region, the player with the furthest gangster from the starting
arrow space is ranked higher.
Note: In some districts, being ﬁrst will not score the most
points!

PREPARATiON FOR
THE NEXT ROUND
Before the next round, remove all doubler tokens from districts
and place them next to the board again. Shufﬂe all of the
scoring cards together and draw one scoring card and
place a doubler token on the matching district to start the
round (shufﬂe any policemen drawn back into the stack).
All gangsters from previous rounds remain on the board.
At the start of the second round, take 6 gangsters from your
supply and place them in your auto. Before the third round,
add the 5 remaining gangsters from the supply to your auto.
Gangsters on your auto that were not placed last round remain
in your auto for use this turn, including opponent’s gangsters in
your trunk. It is possible, therefore, for players to start later
rounds with different numbers of gangsters in their autos.
The next two rounds play like the first, beginning with the
player clockwise from the player who triggered the last Day
of Reckoning.

GAME END
The game ends after the third Day of Reckoning. If you have the
most points, you win and are crowned “King of Chicago!”
There is no tiebreaker; if players are tied at the end, all those
players win.
Example: The North Side is being scored during a Day of
Reckoning. A “?” is on the tile; the “5” Casino card is drawn.
The North Side also has a doubler token on it. Players now
calculate their scores. Yellow gets 2x5= 10 points, since
3 gangsters are more than any other player in the district.
Gray and Brown are tied with 2 gangsters apiece, but
between the two of them, Gray has the gangster furthest from
the starting arrow space. Gray gets 4x2=8 points, and Brown
gets 2x2=4 points. Green and Blue are also tied, but Blue
has the gangster furthest from the start. Blue gets 5x2=10
points and Green comes up empty, as there are only 4 scoring
opportunities in this district.

Ford Model A Roadster, successor of the famous Model T (Tin Lizzy), produced 1928 -1931, 4 cylinders, 40 HP, 65 mph top speed
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UPGRADE MARKERS
Bodyguard: Your gangsters
that are in the same district as
your auto cannot be affected
by other players, including the Tommy
Gun upgrade from an adjacent district.
You may load and unload gangsters
normally.

Engine: You may choose to
Tommy Gun: You may place
move one district further than
opponents’ gangsters from
your movement card allows.
districts adjacent to your
For example, if you play the 3-movement
auto’s district into your trunk. You cannot
card, you could move 3 or 4 districts.
use the Tommy Gun while at the
With this upgrade, you may also “circle”
Gold Coast (harbor).
with a 4-district move to return to the same
tile you started (this is the only way to
move to the same district you started at).

Trunk: You may fit up to
two gangsters in your trunk.
You are still limited to one
placement into or out of your trunk at a
time. You may dump either or both
gangsters in your trunk at the harbor.

Bumper: When you move
to a district, you may push
one opponent’s auto from
this district into an adjacent district of
your choice.

Door: You may place up to two
of your own gangsters from
your auto onto a district instead
of only one. You may still only load one
gangster to your auto or your trunk on
a turn. You may not combine loading and
unloading in the same turn with this
upgrade.

RULES FOR 2 PLAYERS
Each player takes all of the pieces for two colors. The game
preparation is the same as the 4-player game. Each set of
movement cards only controls the auto of that color. Turns
alternate, but each player may choose which color he wishs to
use on a turn, no matter what color he used on his last turn (so,
you may take several turns in a row using the same color).
If you were playing yellow and green for example, you could
move, unload or load the green auto four times in a row, then
move the yellow auto once before moving the green auto again.
You may use actions or upgrades to affect your own pieces, as
long as the description allows it. For example, if you were
playing gray and yellow, you could load gray gangsters into the
yellow auto’s trunk, but you cannot use the gray auto with the
bumper upgrade to bump the yellow auto to an adjacent district
(note “opponent’s auto” in the description of the upgrade).

Example: At the Day of
Reckoning Kai is playing gray
and yellow. Carsten has blue
and brown. The North Side
scoring awards the following
influence points:
Gray gets 2x5= 10 points,
blue gets 2x2= 4 points, brown
2x5= 10 points and yellow
comes up empty.
Kai moves his scoring token
10, and Carsten earns
14 points.

During a Day of Reckoning, each district is evaluated as if the
colors were individual players. However, only one scoring token
is used for each player. You receive the points for both colors
you are playing.

You have purchased a game of the highest quality.
However, if you find any components missing, please
don’t get out your Tommy Gun! Please contact us for
replacement pieces at custserv@mayfairgames.com.
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American delivery truck, circa 1923, various manufacturers
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